SEEDON DS, WS

THIRAM 75% DS

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
THIRAM TECHNICAL .......................... 78.200% W/W
(BASES ON 95% W/W)
ADJUVANT / FILLER* ................................ QS.
- ADJUVANT I.E. EMULSIFIER SYSTEM, COLAIRENT, PPT,
  SILICA, KAOLINE, STABILIZER ETC.
- FILLER I.E. SUITABLE TO PRODUCT

RECOMMENDATION : (GUIDELINE)
1. **SEED OF CROP** :
   GROUNDNUT, POTATO, RICE & COTTON, BARELY, MAIZE, SORGHUM
2. **NAME OF DISEASE** :
   COLLAR ROT, SCAB(TUBERS),
   SEED BORNE DISEASE, FLAG SMUT, KERNEL BUNT,
   LOOSE SMUT, LEAF STRIPE, SEEDLING BLIGHT
3. **DOSAGES / 10 KG (A.I. GM) :** 18.8 GM - 37.5 GM
   & FORMULATION (GM.) : 25 GM - 50 GM
4. **DILUTION IN WATER** : 1 LITER
5. **WAITING PERIOD FROM SEED TREATMENT TO HARVEST (IN DAYS)** : 7 - 10

PACKING AVAILABLE : 500GM SMALL PACK TO 50KG
BAG PACKING AND AS PER CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT

SEEDFLOWS 48 FS

IMIDAACLORPRAZ 48% FS

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
IMIDAACLORPRAZ TECHNICAL ....................... 48.00% W/W
(ON 100% BASIS)
ADJUVANT / WATER* ................................ QS.
ADJUVANT I.E. EMULSIFIER SYSTEM, STABILIZER ETC.

RECOMMENDATION : (GUIDELINE)
1. **SEED OF CROP** :
   COTTON, OKRA, SUNFLOWER, POTATO
2. **NAME OF INSECT / PEST** :
   APHIDS, WHITEFLY, JASSID, THRIPS, TERMITE
3. **DOSAGES / HA(A.I. KG) :** 0.30 - 0.54
   & FORMULATION (KG) : 0.50 - 0.90

PACKING AVAILABLE : 1LTR, 5 LTRS AND 20 LTRS

Note : Information given above is guideline best to our knowledge.
Recommendation made are without any guarantee since condition use are not in our control.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON DEMAND THE FOLLOWING

1. **SEEDCAP WP** CAPTAN 50% WP
   FOR THE SEED TREATMENT OF FRUITS POTATO, TOMATO, CHILLIES
2. **SEEDFOL DS** CAPTAFOL 80% DS
   FOR TREATING SEEDS OF GROUND NUT, CHILLIES, TOMATO, SOYABEAN
3. **SEED B-OL** DELTAMETHRIN 2.5 WP
   FOR TREATING STORED GRAIN DUST

Manufactured by
CHEMET WETS & FLOWS P. LTD.
D/63, Silver Arc, Nr. Gujarat Collage Rly. Crossing, Ellisbridge,
Ahmedabad-380 006. Gujarat, India. Web : www.chemet.in